Braunston CAN mtg 23 Jan 2020
•

Frankie's Community Cafe application for the air pollution monitors (he'll bring copies with him)

•

The survey (thinking about the content and also promotion and timetable - shall we pencil in a date for a
first event to share findings and start talking more widely?) Summer fete 6th June. Air Ambulance 26th?
Sept.

•

Marc's 12 point plan link - how to use it (maybe the topics/areas could be incorporated in the survey to
ascertain people's priorities)

•

Tony's papers unless covered elsewhere in the agenda (eg the carbon footprint one might be covered
in the survey discussion)

•

Web profile (cf Bolster) ‘Directory’> Clubs and Societies or ‘Village Information’ PC to have a Climate
change section?

•

Resolution to Braunston Parish Council requesting they communicate with DDC to thank councillors
Frost, Harris and Ritchie for their work in preparing the report, recommend that the report’s actions are
adopted by DDC and will be supported by BPC.

•

Enquiry to Braunston Parish Council re: Street lighting LEDs – letter to PC asking 1. When 2. Amount of
electricity to be saved. 3. Automatically dim 00.00-06.00

•

Resolution to Braunston Parish Council requesting official support for the Local Electricity Bill motion

Challenging the current supplier model is necessary. Peer to peer energy trading is likely to be one of the
most disruptive technologies transforming how the energy sector operates. It will result in more widespread
adoption of renewable energy generation and battery storage. Facilitating an energy transaction without
the need for a third party will result in cost savings and contribute to the shift to a sharing, more
resource efficient economy. WCC has investigated the potential for implementing a variety of renewable
energy technologies on its own estate - such as ground mounted solar PV, wind, anaerobic digestion and
growing its own wood fuel. A number of the electricity generating technology schemes already investigated
would become economically viable with the proposed change in the legislation if WCC could sell directly to
local consumers.
•

Shout-outs re forthcoming events/happenings: DDC Strategy Meeting 20th Feb; Bolster event 8th Feb
10-12 Barby VH.

